
Welcome Everyone to Astrology for Deliberate 
Creators!

This week’s topic is ‘EXPECTATIONS’ and how to 
recognize them through your astrology AND bring them 
into alignment with what you want.

Our expectations play a powerful role in what unfolds in 
our lives, which is why it serves us so well to consciously 
align our expectations to our desires.  If we hold 
contrary thoughts and beliefs about what we want 
(including our ability to achieve those desires), we can 
sabotage our success indefinitely.  

Magic happens, though, once our highest success becomes something we begin to see as 
normal and expected!  

How to check in with your expectations? Look at what you are attracting! You can also 
check in with your natal (birth) chart or horoscope and note what you naturally expect in 
every area of life. Once you know your default, you can amp the energy to its POWER 
EXPRESSION, bringing you into your greatest alignment. 

Here are the basics of how to create your chart online, and post it to the gallery and forum. 
Let us know if you need support here. 

Create Your Chart Online at Astro.com (or your favorite online resource)
Upload your chart to the GVA Gallery and post on the Astrology for Deliberate Creators 
Forum
How to find your Ascendant, or any HOUSE in your chart.

Recap on Astrology and the Law of Attraction:

1) Everything is energy.
2) Energy vibrates at a certain frequency.
3) Your focus (or what energy you're "being") determines your vibration.
4) The vibration of ‘I can’t have that’ attracts the same. (You can’t have it.)
5) If we want a different experience, we must change our focus/thoughts.
6) New thoughts create a new vibration which equals a new experience.
7) Astrological, religion, cultural or philosophical support is optional.
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There are 12 signs in the Zodiac and 
each one represents a vibrational MO, 
a natural way of being UNIQUE to 
you. 

The signs tell us HOW an energy operates. 

In your chart, each sign is represented by 
a glyph. You can learn the glyphs, but if you 
don’t know them yet, no worries. On you 
Astro.com chart, the glyphs of each sign are 
named for your quick reference.

Sign Power Expression

Aries Leading, boss, solo, command, adventure, initiation, action, risk, go!

Taurus Physical, sensual, practical, methodical, power-slacker, lusty, yum!

Gemini Curious, communicating, learning, thinking, connecting, carefree!

Cancer Nurturing, cautious, protective, connecting, symbiotic, compassion!

Leo Expressive, extrovert, demonstrative, creative, generous, distinct, value!

Virgo Discerning, analytical, organize, ritualize, creating, exacting, sensual!

Libra Balanced, objective, union, artistry, beautifying, communication!

Scorpio Change, intimacy, merging, intensity, risk, trust, challenge, transform!

Sagittarius Exploration, teaching, expansion, discovery, leading, optimism, fun!

Capricorn Build, manifest, make ‘real’, sensual, pragmatic, ambitious, self-sufficient!

Aquarius Humanitarian, one-to-many communication, rebel, original, avant-guarde!

Pisces Spirit-walker, connected, communion, compassion, oneness, psychic!

Fire Signs - creative, animated, daring, adventure, bold, audacity to attempt, action.
Earth Signs - sensual, pragmatic, slower moving, containing, methodical, making ‘real’.
Air Signs - communicative, thinking, objective, perspective, big picture, relating ideas.
Water Signs - feeling, giving, receiving, blending, sensitive, psychic, amorphic, mysterious.
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The Ascendant, or Rising Sign, 
is the sign that is on the 
‘horizon’ of your chart. The sign 
placed here 
is your shop window, the display 
you let others see. 

It is also your lens through which 
you view the world. 

Learn how to find your Ascendant here on this 5 
minute tutorial.

There are 12 Houses, or environments in the horoscope. Twelve pieces of pie. They show 
us WHERE the energy is operating, and what vibration (sign) we can activated to ‘wake 
up’ that house.

House Power Expression

1st House Me, myself and I! My shop window. Appearance, traits, outlook, initiation. 
This is how I roll.

2nd House My banker, investor, aunts and uncles. Self worth, $$$, resources, talents, 
peace of mind, core values.

3rd House Siblings, neighbors, teachers, visitor, delivery people. Written & spoken 
word, teaching, learning, writing, talking, connecting.

4th House A parent (father) family, family lineage, real estate agents. Home, family, 
ancestors, emotional ground. Hidden processes, drives.

5th House Children (first child in particular) entertainer, speculator, lover, agent (with 
7th). Where I feel special, recreation, creativity (books/kids,/art), romance.

6th House Employees, (employer) Dr, dentist, vet, healers, lodgers. Health, fitness, 
work, ritual (magic), nutrition, self-improvement, pets.

7th House Partners, spouse, agent, client, 'un-designated other', thief. Personal, 
socially significant, one-to-one relationships, open enemies.

8th House Psychic, coroner, CPA, surgeon, undertaker, shaman, tantric partner, will 
executors. Sex, death, taxes, shared resources, trust, risk, occult. 
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House Power Expression

9th House In-laws, strangers (foreign) travelers, aliens, explorers, publishers, clergy, 
grandkids. Explore the unknown, meaning, purpose, travel, beliefs, www.

10th House Boss (self, if self-employed) mother (a parent) superiors, professionals, 
judge, executives. Career, mission, profession, reputation, PR.

11th House Friends, group leaders, birds of a feather, groups, like-minded others, 
goals and wishes for the future. 

12th House Hidden others, secret affairs, recluse people, those without a voice, the 
Muse, your guardian angel, secret enemies  (old school) remote healers, 
channelers, anything clandestine, behind the veil. Collective unconscious, 
dreams, service, seclusion, the unseen real. 

Vibration is vital. It tells the universe what to line you up with.

The power of the vibrations of confidence, commitment and belief . . . can turn dark horses 
into champions, long shots into heroes and underdogs into top dogs.

What is your vibration? (what signs in your horoscope are you tapped in to? Are you using 
your Power Expression, or default?)

It might be your sun sign, your Ascendant or Moon sign, or others, or a combo, but the 
signs you call ‘your own,’ consciously or unconsciously, iare a snap shot of the vibrational 
instructions you are sending the universe. 

Over the next 5 weeks, we are going to learn to manage our vibration by leveraging 
our personal astrology in various LOA MASTER tools.

Your chart becomes a kind of focus wheel, a visual, metaphorical model of vibrational 
alignment.

Remember: The signs are like the costumes the actors wear. In many ways, they define 
our actions. 

Consider how each sign initiates action. 

Aries — Pounce! Usually little or no warning.

Taurus — Surprisingly sensual, though ardent. They selectively fail to hear the word ‘no.’

Gemini — Much talk before action. They seduce with words—sometimes quite eloquently. 

Cancer — They retreat, you follow. Not opposed to emotional manipulation and/or allure.

Leo — Beware of public places, unless you like such things! Boldness, flash and glam!
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Virgo — Seduces with atmosphere, candles, music, tantric manuals. Everything just so.

Libra — Wine, dine, listen and engage until there is nothing left between you but the 
erotic.

Scorpio — Seduces with their eyes. Always, the eyes! Thirty seconds or less and you’re a 
goner.

Sagittarius — They promise the world, and usually deliver, metaphorically at least.

Capricorn — They buy you things. Excellent taste. Always first cabin.

Aquarius — They use the element of surprise—often surprisingly well. Much dialog.

Pisces — Enchantment. Their very being is an aphrodisiac. Poetry optional.

Tips for setting intentions and getting your Power Expression onboard

1) Start your day with appreciation
2) Set intentions to experience life and yourself without judgments
3) Use positive self-talk when starting something new
4) Focus on what’s going right
5) Remember you have instant access to infinite possibilities

This Week’s Homework:

1) identify your Ascendant and signs in the first house - what are your most powerful 
expectations there?

2) Identify your Descendant, the opposite sign of the 7th house - what are your most 
powerful expectations there?

3) Extra Credit: Note the Decan and Dwad of your Ascendant and Descendant degree. 
What does that add to your expectation and experiences. Now look at planets in aspect 
to the Asc and Dsc. Create and aspectarian just for these two points. What can you see 
is adding to your expectations and experiences now?

Remember, bring your questions, comments and insights to the GVA  Forum!

See you there!

Love and Light,

Jeannette & Kim
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